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Abstract:
The participants get to know, test, and review educational resources for plagiarism prevention. Examples are: - various exercises and tasks for courses (How, with which methods and conceptual formulation can I teach students about referencing and good scientific practice?) - list of reviewed educational videos (Which video may I use in class?) - examples of myths and rumours about plagiarism (Which questions and perception do students have? How can I react to typical notions and answer frequent questions?) such as the strange rule of “you need to cite more than 3 words in a row”. The presented educational resources are preliminary results of the respective working group of the Erasmus+-project (strategic partnership) “European Network of Academic Integrity (ENAI)” 2016-2019 (see www.academicintegrity.eu). The workshop will also present the working plan on educational resources of the 12 partner institutions as outlined in the project application. Suggestions for improvement of the resources, contributions as well as ideas for further resources to be developed or integrated into the ENAI activities are welcome and will be discussed in the workshop.
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